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, ABSTMCT: The discrepancies between t ,'"3 values of polymorphic transition or trans
~ form(ltion pressures determined on diff c. }"ent samples a::ld in different laboratories 
aro discussed with particular reference to those for Tl, Cs and Bi as measured by 

1 
different invest igators. A qualitativ(l ~ ::" gur:1cnt is given indicating that the ave-
rage of the transition values obtained ".'l ith increasing and 'with decreasing tempera- I 

• "" ' . I ture or press~re, commonly taken as the true value in the presence of hysteres~s', ' 

, is not the thermxiynamic equilibrium value, but that the latter lies nearer the h~ 
temperature or t ;le low pressure edge of the hysteresis region. The differences be
tween the transi::ion pressures observed for the ,same first order transition are as
cribed to the prosence of hysteresis, the magnitude of which depends on sample pur
ity mld apparat~3 configuration. It is suggested that a more reliable calibration 
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of 'tho high pressure scale can be obtained , by the use of melting points of the pure' 
I substnnccs and v:lrious physical quantities that depend on pressure, such as compres
sibility and electrical conductivity. "In conclusion I convey my deep gratitude to 

I Yc.G.PonY3.tovskiy for mal<:ing available his data on the InSb phase diagram , and also 
to Yu . N. n>':-.binin, L.D.Livshits, andY.K.Markov for discussing the work and for va
luablo sUGcostions." Orig.art.has: 1 figure and 1 table • 
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